Why choose Intralinks?
Choosing the wrong virtual data room (VDR) provider
can have a devastating impact on your project and your
reputation. At the minimum, process breakdowns could
result in delaying your start date or frustrating your deal
team. Worse, if sensitive data is accessed by a bad actor
or unintentionally shared with the wrong party, it can
mean a disruption from which you can’t easily recover.
Who you choose matters. When evaluating VDR
providers, there are a number of reasons SS&C
Intralinks stands out from our competitors.

SEC UR IT Y

As the only VDR provider with ISO 27701
data privacy certification and a perfect
track record on external penetration tests,
security is at the heart of what we do.

STA B IL ITY

As a member of the SS&C family, Intralinks
has the financial stability to continuously
invest in our technology and our people,
ensuring the integrity of your project as
long as needed.

intralinks.com/contact

RE PU TATION

Widely known as the industry leader,
choosing Intralinks illustrates to your
client that you’re taking their project —
and their data — seriously.

SE RVIC E

Intralinks provides our customers a
dedicated service professional, so you
always know who to call for assistance.

E ASE OF U SE

Years of working closely with our
customers mean that we have optimized
the features most important to you, so
you’re productive without any training.

E XPE RIE NC E

With over 25 years of experience, we
consistently participate in over 10,000
projects annually and have knowledge of
the nuances of a multitude of industries.
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How we’re different:

Intralinks

Competitor 1

Competitor 2

Ease of Use

One-click setup
“Copy to” permission features
Files upload via mobile app
View-As Other User
Complimentary theming
UNshare® technology
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Customer Support

Language support
Dedicated Project Manager
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Security

ISO 27701 Certification
Purpose-built AI Redaction
Downloadable archive
Unredacted PEN test availability
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User Insights

Dashboards to monitor usage
Reporting templates
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Product Offering/Solutions

Buyside due diligence with purpose-built AI
Deal marketing solution
Post-merger integration
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The right VDR provider can make the difference between project success and failure.
Choose wisely for your next project — use industry leader SS&C Intralinks.

Get VDRPro for your next transaction. Learn more here.
intralinks.com/products/mergers-acquisitions/virtual-data-room
intralinks.com/contact
2204 MW
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